4th Annual FSU - UF Graduate Student Colloquium in Classics

January 21, 2012
Broad Auditorium, Claude Pepper Center

Workshops

Donna Nagle (FSU) - “Collective Action and the Development of the Mycenaean State”

Robert Brewer (UF) - “From Epic Warrior to Elegiac King: Romulus’ Generic Evolution in Ovid’s Fasti”

Paper Panels

Heroes in Ancient Greece

Kyle Jazwa (FSU) - “A Re-examination of Geometric Tomb Cult at Chamber Tombs in the Argolid”

Aileen Ng (UF) - “The Loss of Achilles’ Arms”

Evan Waters (FSU) - “Unearthing the Greek Aeneas: Reception of Roman Myth in Pausanias”

Philosophy and Medicine

Sara Agnelli (UF) - “The Physiological Process of Tears in Ancient Literature”

Erika Taretto (UF) - “Poikilia and Tyranny in the Neoplatonist Proclus”

Latin Literature, Republic to Empire

Cliff Parkinson (FSU) - “Extra-Legal Agency”

Andrew Roth (UF) - “Si Licet Et Nefas Est: Permissibility in Lucan’s Bellum Civile”

Imperial Latin Literature

Megan Daly (UF) - “Space in Annals I-VI”

Shawn Daniels (UF) - “Satura Augusta: Satire in the Historia Augusta”

For more information, contact: sae07c@fsu.edu
Registration available through the FSU Classics Department Website: http://classics.fsu.edu/News-and-Events/2012-FSU-UF-Colloquium